In this paper we shall give an algebraic characterization of differential-difference operators, i.e. a characterization of those continuous linear operators from 3D(i?n) into L2(Rn) which can be constructed by combining partial differential operators, multiplications by locally L2 functions, and translation operators. The domain and range of theoperator are relatively unimportant, since we are mainly interested in the form of the operator. But, for convenience, in this paper the symbols D or A will always denote continuous linear operators from S>(Rn) into L2(Rn).
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For each b in Rn, define the operator T(b, D) to be e~a>xDeibx, where eibx and e~ax denote the operators of multiplication by the exponential functions e*1 and e~ibx respectively. Proof.
Let/ and g be functions in 2D such that g is identically one on the support of /. Define the function yp on the set where g = 1 by yp = Dg. We want to show Df=ypf. Let Pk be a sequence of trigonometric polynomials such that gPk converges to / in 2D. Since D commutes with multiplication by trigonometric polynomials, gDPkg = gPkDg-^gfyp in L2. Since we can define yp in this way on arbitrarily large spheres, we can define yp on all of R". Lemma 3. Suppose that the complex linear space spanned by { Tib, A) -A\b in Rn} is a finite dimensional space V of differential operators with locally L2 coefficients. Then A is also a differential operator with locally L2 coefficients.
Proof. First choose a basis of differential operators for the space V Look at the finite set of coefficient functions that appear in these operators and choose a maximal linearly independent subset {$}}■ Then any operator in V can be written uniquely as zZ<*.i ^JpjD" for some 
Using the same trick as before:
where bk is the Mh coordinate of b. This has to be symmetric in b and b', so we get
Let yk be the point in Rn that has &th coordinate 1 and all the other coordinates equal to zero. Pick V to be yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn in succession. We get d{(b) = Z"=i dp(yk)bp and thus, by letting b = yq, d{(yq)=d3a(yk). then to the element D2 such that T(D12) is two dimensional, etc., we see that W> consists of differential operators. Thus V' consists of differential-difference operators, which implies that every operator in T(D), including D, is a differential-difference operator.
